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Deciphering how the site will be used 

identifies networks of activity. These 

four uses, together with networks on 

site, work to create a complete, 8 - 80 

community. The Mezzo contains dis-

tinct areas, in addition to a mix of uses 

along the principal corridors, facilitat-

ing a range of interactions.  Overlap-

ping uses create an interplay which 

bleeds from the confined buildings to 

create life in outdoor spaces, creating 

an interactive community that accom-

modates both young and older popu-

lations. 
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working age
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As a site geared toward age-inclusive 

development, the range of activities 

and uses found at the Mezzo fosters 

social integration amongst different 

age groups. Although some areas 

specifically target needs of certain age 

groups, the structure of redevelop-

ment creates a fusion between ages, 

creating opportunities for all residents 

and users to interact and enjoy the en-

tire site. 

markets
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removed

added

BEFORE AFTER

structural diagrams
street network

street hierarchy

To achieve unity in the site, it is crucial to understand and strengthen the street net-

work to support future development. The existing street network contains large 

blocks that are not conducive to active means of travel and redevelopment. Dividing 

these blocks through new local streets provides greater connectivity and accessibility 

on-site. Maintaining a grid-like structure facilitates movement and promotes a more 

transit-oriented site. 

Several shared streets were established, particularly on the north end of the site in 

the Shops at the Mezzo development. Designed to accommodate on-street park-

ing and create intimate corridors, these streets calm traffic and prioritize pedestrian 

movement in prime locations proximal to transit.

Providing a basis for development patterns, street hierarchies represent expected 

traffic flows within the network. As such, hierarchies are context-specific, directing 

traffic to appropriate locations. An important intervention is the down-designation 

of Can-Amera Parkway, from a major arterial to a collector road. With the addition of 

12 east-west streets and infrastructure aimed to decrease auto-dependency on-site, 

Can-Amera Parkway will be better utilized as a lower-order, interactive street, lined 

with active uses, which strengthen the site.

Through lane configuration, lane width, and ROW width, the proposed hierarchy will 

ensure that traffic can move safely and efficiently around the site, while also promot-

ing walkability and transit use. 
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natural

manicured

hardscape

BEFORE AFTER

new building

built form

open space
Naturalized vegetation areas: denser, vegetated spaces serve as habitats for local 

flora and fauna, critical to sustainability and serving as a natural barrier.

Manicured vegetation: formally landscaped areas that serve movement, congrega-

tion, and transitions between hardscapes and naturalized vegetation. 

Hardscapes: paved public spaces that facilitate movement and congregation; more 

accessible than manicured vegetation, as hard surfaces enable easier movement.

Programmed space: specifically-dedicated spaces that serve as inviting locations 

dispersed throughout the site.

This aspect is primarily responsible for urbanizing natural spaces, making size, scale, 

and shape vital in creating appropriate character in the various districts on-site. Ar-

eas must be planned at the human scale, while also strategically utilized to achieve 

density targets required to support transit-oriented development. 

These interventions look to create a primarily mid-rise fabric, with targeted pockets 

of high-rise development which transition effectively into the surrounding stable 

neighbourhoods. Furthermore, careful placement of built form in and around Dum-

fries Conservation Area was planned to respect environmental conditions while ac-

tivating this vacant land. These interventions will not only respect the environment, 

but work to better it through rehabilitative methods
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This diagram shows the plan for the built form of the 

site and the surrounding context. There is a heavy 

emphasis on either preservation or redevelopment, 

with few sites being chosen for transitioning.
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stoplight
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REDEVELOP TRANSITION PRESERVE
Currently, these buildings are not efficient in use and form. 
The spaces that they occupy can be more effectively used 

for other purposes, thus providing reason for their pro-

posed demolition. Redevelopment is mainly targeted in 

station areas and vacant/low-density pockets along major 

roads to create a complete community supportive of the 

intensified transit network. 

To transition means to preserve either part of the 

use, part of the building, or both. Prime targets for 

a large-scale redevelopment project, changes to 

these areas can be made quickly and efficiently. In-

terventions aim to densify current commercial uses, 

through infill and mixed-use developments which 
support the proposed LRT. 

These buildings were found to be effectively used on-site, ap-

propriately supporting the vision for The Mezzo. Stable resi-

dential neighbourhoods, and senior homes and associated fa-

cilities were mainly preserved in order to maintain the existing 

population and needs of these residents on-site. 
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The active transportation network is a criti-

cal piece of the puzzle when attempting to 

change the mode share of a car-dominated 

community. The creation of complete streets 

is achievevd through this network. This en-

sures multi-modal transportation is accessi-

ble everywhere,  being an essential element of 

the Metrolinx (2011) Mobility Hub Guidelines.  

Cycling is an easy method of travel which can 

take a person much greater distances than their 

own two feet. Our improvements focus on en-

abling cyclists to ride on the major arterials, and 

to also make it easier to find connections on local 

streets, creating a safe and enjoyable ride with di-

rect connections to their destinations.

Moreover, there was considerable effort placed 

into both improving the existing pedestrian facil-

ities, and creating new connections. Proposed in-

terventions include differentiated material treat-

ments, streetscaping elements, shared streets, 

and active uses. These connections, along with 

increased density, should prove to drastically im-

prove the ability for pedestrians to circulate.

active
circulation
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transit
circulation
With the Stage 2 construction of ION LRT, the 

transit network is slated to change and im-

prove drastically over the coming years. Transit 

must be used effectively when building dense 

spaces. Using the LRT as a spine, smaller local 

routes have been planned to feed into it. This 

improves the capacity along Hespeler, while 

also enhancing access to transit in established, 

low density neighbourhoods. Accessibility is a 

critical factor when building successful spaces, 

and the LRT will play a major role in the success 

of The Mezzo.
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LRT Platform - 65m

Entrance to YMCA

Can-Amera 
Parkway

N

HESPELER ROAD

pedestrian moevement

This LRT configuration is in line with the dimensions that were prepared by 
the Region of Waterloo. It allows the LRT vehicles to travel in a dedicated 

lane, while also respecting the space needed for car, bus, and bike traffic. 
Encorporating a green track on the portion running from Dunbar Road to 

Munch Avenue, the LRT becomes infused within the abutting green net-

work, rather than acting as fraction between both ends. 

hespeler road /
lrt station design

perspective by daniel watchorn
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This plan provides a full overview of the vision for the site. Presenting the land use, networks, 400m & 800m pedestrian 

sheds, and open spaces on one platform illustrates how all these elements will operate in harmony to create a complete 

community. Interventions have been proposed to create districts such as a commercial district in the north of our site 

called “Shops at the Mezzo” and the a business or office district at the south of our site called “Hespeler Hub”. Between 
the north and south districts, a recreational district is proposed to encourage east and west movements between Dum-

fries and the reprogrammed Wedges ‘n Woods site, now known as the “CAP Grounds”.  
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